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Despite an ever-growing interest, a lot of questions related to the design and operation of high-speed permanent-magnet synchronous
machines remain unanswered. One aspect of such high-speed machines that requires special attention is the effect of the shielding
cylinder, a conductive sleeve that is wrapped around the magnets and which’ goal is to reduce the rotor losses and/or retain the
magnets. Therefore this work aims at theoretically studying the effect of the shielding cylinder on the torque production. The study
is performed using a 2D analytical subdomain model that accounts for slotting and the eddy-current reaction field. The torque is
divided in two components, the classical torque due to interaction between the magnets and the stator currents and the torque
due to interaction with the eddy-currents in the shielding cylinder. This approach is unique and results in a better insight in the
machine’s physics.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Three reasons have caused a continuous increase of the
interest in high-speed Permanent-Magnet Synchronous Ma-
chines. Firstly, such machines have a very high power density.
This is a major advantage in modern industry were space
and weight restrictions are often very important. Secondly,
their relatively small dimensions reduce the required amount
of rare-earth magnets. Finally, the introduction of high-speed
PMSMs enables a direct-drive configuration of applications
that require high speeds, such as spindles, gas turbines, etc.
This implies eliminating the losses and maintenance related to
the gearbox.
Although a great number of authors has already published on
high-speed electric machines [1]–[4], there are still a lot of
question related to the design of such machines.
One aspect of high-speed PMSMs that still needs a lot of
studying is the effect of the Shielding Cylinder (SC) on the
machine’s performance. This shielding cylinder is a conductive
sleeve that is wrapped around the magnets. The goal of
the SC can either be to keep the magnets in place at very
high rotational speeds and/or to protect the magnets from
overheating. The latter is due the fact that the resistance of
the SC is much lower than that of the magnets. Eddy-currents,
which will be induced in the SC instead of in the magnets,
will therefore cause less losses.

A. Goal and method

The electromagnetic torque is one of the most important
design parameters in high-speed electric machines. Indeed, as
power density is a major goal, the net torque is of great impor-
tance. Moreover, from a mechanical point-of-view the torque
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ripple may be critical as well. Despite a lot of publications on
torque maximization and torque ripple minimization [5]–[10],
the effect of the shielding cylinder on the torque production
is yet to be studied in detail.
Earlier, the authors presented a paper on torque production
in PMSMs with a shielding cylinder [11]. It was shown that
there are two torque-producing mechanisms in such machines.
Firstly, there is the classical interaction between the permanent
magnets on the rotor and the currents in the stator. The torque
due to this interaction is referred to asthe torque produced in
the magnets (TPM ). Secondly, a part of the torque is produced
due to interaction between, on the one hand, the magnets and
the stator currents and, on the other hand, the eddy currents
in the shielding cylinder. This part of the torque production,
which is referred to asthe torque produced in the shielding
cylinder (TSC), can be explained intuitively by regarding the
SC as the rotor of a solid-rotor induction machine, which
interacts with the asynchronous components of the magnetic
field. Together,TPM andTSC make up the total torque(T ).
These torque components were earlier used to study the effect
of a variety of machine parameters such as the tooth width, the
pitch factor, etc. on the torque production [11], [12]. However,
the effect of the design parameters of the SC itself, i.e. its
thickness(tSC) and its conductivity(σSC), have not been
considered yet. Therefore, this work aims at studying the
effect of the shielding cylinder’s design on the torque and
its components thereby gaining more insight in the operation
of high-speed PMSMs. The performed study is based on the
2D analytical subdomain model, presented in [13] and the
torque calculation method presented in [11]. Both are briefly
introduced in Section III.

B. Outline

The work is structured in 5 sections. In Section II
the geometry of the studied machine is presented and its
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parameters are defined. Section III explains how the magnetic
vector potential(A) can be calculated analytically, taking into
account both the slotting effect and the eddy-current reaction
field. Starting from the obtainedA, a method to calculate
the torque and its components is presented and validated in
Section III as well. The actual parameter study oftSC and
σSC is presented in Section IV. The work is concluded in
Section V.
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Fig. 1. Geometry and subdomains of the studied machine

I I. GEOMETRY

The studied machine is a three-phase permanent-magnet
synchronous machine with surface-mounted magnets and a
SC, as shown in Figure 1. The machine has two pole pairs
and is equipped with single-layer distributed windings. The
number of slots per pole and per phase is 1. Every slot is
indicated by an indexi. When referred to the stator coordinate
system, its angular position isδi:

δi = −δ

2
+

2π

Ns

i with 0 ≤ i ≤ Ns − 1 (1)

whereNs is the number of slots.
The applied current is sinusoidal and the material chosen for
the SC is copper. An overview of the machine’s parameters,
and their values is listed in Table I.

III. T ORQUE CALCULATION

As already mentioned in Section I, torque is produced in two
ways in PMSMs with a SC. Firstly, the presence of permanent
magnets and stator coils results in torque production(TPM ).
This part of the torque production is similar to the torque
production in a classical PMSM. Secondly, asynchronous
components of the magnetic field will interact with the SC as
in an induction machine. This part of the torque production is
called(TSC). As shown in the following, bothTPM andTSC

consist of a part that is time-independent, i.e. the net torque,
and a part that is time-dependent, i.e. the torque ripple.
A brief introduction on how the torque and its components
are calculated is presented in this section, a more extensive
discussion can be found in [11].

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE STUDIED MACHINE

Symbol Parameter Value

r1 Rotor yoke radius 22.5 mm
r2 PM radius 25.0 mm
r3 SC radius 26.5 mm
r4 Air gap outer radius 28.5 mm
r5 Slot outer radius 40.4 mm
r6 Machine outer radius 50.0 mm
ls Stack length 200.0 mm
Ns Number of slots 12

δ Slot opening angle π
Ns

rad
Brem Remanent induction 1.2 T
p Number of pole pairs 2
ϕm Magnet span 0.8π

p
rad

I Current (amplitude) 54.37 A
f Electrical frequency 1000 Hz
Nt Number of turns per coil 10
m Number of phases 3
σSC SC conductivity 6.94 · 105 Ωm
σPM PM conductivity 4.83 · 107 Ωm
ns Rated speed 30.000 rpm
Pn Rated power 29 kW

A. Assumptions

To enable an analytical approach the following assumptions
are adopted:

• infinite permeability of the rotor and stator iron,
• relative permeability of the SC, the PM and stator slots

µr = 1,
• no eddy currents in the slots, the magnets or the rotor

and stator iron,
• radial slot boundaries,
• no end effects.

B. 2D analytical subdomain model

The torque calculation starts from the Fourier-based analyt-
ical model described in [13]. It calculates the axial component
of the magnetic vector potential (A) by applying the subdo-
main technique. This technique entails dividing the machine
in a number of regions, called subdomains. Those subdomains
are referred to by an indexν. As shown in Figure 1,ν = 1
refers to the magnet area,ν = 2 refers to the shielding cylinder
andν = 3 refers to the air gap. Finally, every slot is a separate
subdomain, referred to byν = 4i wherei is the slot number.
The resulting model describes the magnetic vector potential
as an exponential Fourier series over time and space:

A(ν)(r, ϕ, t) =
∞
∑

n=−∞

∞
∑

k=−∞
A

(ν)
n,k(r)e

j(kϕ+(k−n)ωmt+kϕ0)
(2)

if ν = 1, 2, 3 and

A(ν)(r, ϕ, t) =
∞
∑

n=−∞

∞
∑

k=−∞
A

(ν)
n,k(r)e

j( kπ
δ

(ϕ−δi)+( kπ
δ

−n)ωmt+ kπ
δ

ϕ0) (3)

if ν = 4i.
In the above,ωm is the machine’s mechanical pulsation
and k and n represent the time- and spatial-harmonic order
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respectively. Note that mechanical periodicities are considered.
This implies that the fundamental harmonic orders in the two
pole-pair machine of Figure 1 aren = ±2 andk = ±2. Note
as well that every harmonic component(n, k) of the magnetic
field is separately available. Ther-dependent parts of (2) and
(3) are discussed in [13].
In the lower subdomains(ν = 1 · · · 3), the rotational speed of
the field’s (n, k)-component with respect to the rotor can be
calculated as:

ωn,k =
k − n

k
ωm (4)

C. Torque calculation

Based on the obtained magnetic vector potential, the torque
acting on a given volume can be computed by integrating
Maxwell’s stress tensor over the surface of that volume. This
implies that the torque acting on the entire rotor can be
calculated by considering the entire rotor volume. If there are
no induced currents in the rotor yoke,TPM can be calculated
by considering the volume defined by the rotor yoke and the
magnets. The torque produced in the shielding cylinder can
then be calculated as the difference ofT andTPM .
To computeT , a cylinder, coaxial to the machine’s axis, with
radiusr3 is chosen as integration surface. This results in:

T (t) =
lsr

2
3

µ0

∫ 2π

0

B(3)
r (r3, ϕ, t)B

(3)
ϕ (r3, ϕ, t) dϕ

= 2π
lsr

2
3

µ0

∞
∑

n=−∞

∞
∑

s=−∞
Tn,se

−j(n+s)ωmt

(5)

where

Tn,s =

∞
∑

k=−∞
B

(3)
r,n,k(r3)B

(3)
ϕ,s,−k(r3) (6)

Br,n,k(r) and Bϕ,s,−k(r) are the r-dependent parts of
Br,n,k(r, ϕ, t) andBϕ,s,−k(r, ϕ, t), which, in turn, are found
from the definition of the magnetic vector potential.
To calculateTPM , Maxwell’s stress tensor is integrated over
the surface of the cylinder defined by the rotor yoke and the
magnets:

TPM (t) = 2π
lsr

2
2

µ0

∞
∑

n=−∞

∞
∑

s=−∞
TPM,n,se

−j(n+s)ωmt (7)

where

TPM,n,s =
∞
∑

k=−∞
B

(1)
r,n,k(r2)B

(1)
ϕ,s,−k(r2) (8)

Finally, TSC can be calculated by subtractingTPM from T :

TSC(t) = T (t)− TPM (t) (9)

The above describes a method to calculate the torque (T)
and its components (TSC and TPM ) in an analytical way.
The expressions for the torque (5), (7) and (9) indicate
that net torque can be produced by both synchronous and
asynchronous field components, as long as their time-harmonic
orders are opposite.
The sign ofTSC,n,−n depends on the relative speed of(k, n)
with respect to the rotor. If(k, n) rotates faster than the rotor,

it will result in positive torque. If(k, n) rotates slower than
the rotor, it will result in negative torque.
A more extensive description of the torque calculation can be
found in [11].

D. Validation

The above described method is validated by comparing
the results with those obtained from a Finite-Element Model
(FEM). The applied parameters are the ones listed in Table I.
The highest order of the time and spatial harmonics is chosen
to be 50.
The comparison is shown in Figure 2, it can be seen that there
is a very good agreement between the analytical model and
the finite-element model.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the torque obtained with the analytical model and the
finite-element model

Figure 2 shows thatTSC,net is negative. This is because, due to
its distributed windings and sinusoidal stator current, the eddy
currents in this machine are mainly due to relative movement
of the magnets with respect to the slots. From Lenz’ law, it
can easily be understood that those eddy currents will result
in a negative torque. By means of illustration, Figure 3 shows
a harmonic map of the studied machine’s magnetic field. It is
clear that the dominant asynchronous field components rotate
undersynchronously, i.e. at a speed that is lower than the
synchronous speed of the rotor.
TSC,net may become positive if the oversynchronous harmonic
combinations become more important than the undersyn-
chronous ones. Figure 3 illustrates that this may be the case
if the current contains higher time-harmonic orders and the
slotting effect is reduced, e.g. by adding teeth tips.
Note thatTSC,net being negative suggests that adding a SC
to the studied machine may not be interesting from a torque-
density point-of-view. This suspicion will indeed be confirmed
in the following.
Moreover, for this particular machine the SC does not reduce
the overall eddy-current losses in the rotor. Indeed, using
Joule’s law and the Poynting theorem, the eddy-current losses
in the magnets and the shielding cylinder can be calculated.
If the machine described in Figure 1 and Table I is equipped
with an AISI 303 stainless steel SC

(

σSC = 1.38.106 S
m

)

to
retain the magnets, the eddy-current losses in the magnets and
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the SC are 206 W and 858 W respectively, amounting to a
total of 1064 W of eddy-current losses. If the SC of the same
machine were to be replaced by air, the eddy-current losses
in the rotor equal those in the magnets; 209 W. Adding a SC
thus quintuples the rotor’s eddy-currents losses.
It is therefore clear that adding a SC to this machine might
not improve its electromagnetic performance. However, as the
goal of this work is to identify trends and to get a better
understanding of high-speed PMSMs, rather than to design an
actual machine, this is not an issue.
Note that whether or not a SC improves the electromagnetic
properties strongly depends on the machine’s geometry and
its stator-current density. Zhouet al. have, for example suc-
cessfully used a SC to reduce the rotor loss of a high-speed
PMSM [14].
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Fig. 3. Harmonic map of the validated machine: green, yellow and white
indicate synchronous, oversynchronous and undersynchronous harmonic com-
binations

IV. PARAMETER STUDY

As already mentioned in the introduction, this work provides
a theoretical study of the effect of the shielding cylinder’s
thickness(tSC) and conductivity(σSC) on the machine’s
torque. Two aspects of the torque, and its components, are
regarded; the net torque and the torque ripple. The net torque
values are calculated as the average of the torque over one
mechanical period, they are indicated asTnet, TPM,net and
TSC,net. In this work the torque ripple is expressed as a
percentage ofTnet:































∆T% = 100% · max(T)− min(T)
Tnet

∆TPM,% = 100% · max(TPM )− min(TPM )

Tnet

∆TSC,% = 100% · max(TSC)− min(TSC)

Tnet

(10)

A. SC thickness

In a first study, the effect of the shielding cylinder’s thick-
ness(tSC = r3−r2) on the torque is regarded. This is done by
varying r3 while r2 is kept constant. To ensure a comparison
that is as fair as possible, all the other distances are kept
constant. This implies thatr1 is constant while the variation

of r4, r5 and r6 is equal to the variation ofr2. None of the
other parameters, listed in Table I, are changed.
The expectation is that the net torque will decrease when the
thickness of the shielding cylinder is increased. Indeed, the
net torque level is proportional to the average magnetic flux
density, which, in turn, is inversely proportional to the thick-
ness of the effective air gap(tAG,eff ). Obviously, tAG,eff ,
which is determined by all the non-magnetic material between
the stator and rotor iron, is affected when changingtSC . The
above would imply that the evolution ofTnet as a function of
tSC can be predicted when the torque at a reference thickness
is known:

Tnet(tSC) = Tnet(tSC,ref )
tAG,eff,ref (tSC,ref )

tAG,eff (tSC)
(11)

Note that tAG,eff is not simply proportional totSC . The
slotting effect has to be taken into account. This can be done
using Carter’s factor(kc):

kc =
1

1− τc
Nsδ
2π

(12)

with:

τc =
2

π



arctan
ws

2tAG

− 2tAG

ws

ln

√

1 +

(

ws

2tAG

)2


 (13)

wheretAG is the combined thickness of the magnets, the SC
and the air gap(tAG = r4 − r1) andws is the width of the
slots at the border with the air gap(ws = δr4). The thickness
of the effective air gap can now be calculated as:

tAG,eff = kctAG (14)

The expectation is thus that the evolution ofTnet(tSC) may be
predicted using (11), wheretAG,eff is calculated as in (14).
In Figure 4 Carter’s torque prediction, where the torque at
tSC = 0 was chosen as a reference, is depicted with a black
line, the analytically calculated torque is indicated with blue
dots.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the actual net torque level and its prediction according
to Carter

It can be seen that there is a large deviation between Carter’s
torque prediction and the actual torque. The reason is that the
prediction is not taking into account the torque production
in the shielding cylinder. This can easily be validated by
analyzing the torque components, as shown in Figure 5. An
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important observation is that (11) is now successfully used
to predictTPM,net while TSC,net accounts for the difference
betweenTnet andTPM,net.
Two effects determine the evolution ofTSC,net(tSC). An
increasingtSC results in a decrease of the SC’s resistance,
which in turn leads to higher eddy currents and thus a larger
importance ofTSC,net. On the other handTSC,net also suffers
from a larger effective air gap, which implies a decreasing im-
portance ofTSC,net at increasingtSC . Initially, the increasing
importance ofTSC,net due to lower resistance dominates its
decrease due to a larger effective air gap. At a giventSC

the roles are reversed, the effect of an increasing effective
air gap thickness will become dominant. The amplitude and
the position of the resulting maximum depend on numerous
parameters such as the geometry, the electrical frequency and
the number of pole pairs.
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Fig. 5. Evolution of the net torque and its components in function of tSC

In Figure 6, the ratio of the torque ripple with respect toTnet is
shown for the overall torque and its components. Initially, there
is a minor increase of∆TPM,%. This is becauseTnet decreases
faster thanTPM ’s ripple. After this small increase, the effect of
the SC is very clearly illustrated; the amount of ripple inTPM

strongly decreases because of a higher shielding effect and a
larger effective air gap. The effect of the SC stagnates when
tSC becomes larger than the penetration depth of the dominant
asynchronous harmonic combinations(ddom). Which, as can
be seen from Figure 3, are(±2,∓10) and(±2,±14). As those
combinations are already greatly damped whenddom = tSC ,
a further increase oftSC will only have a limited effect.
The penetration depth of the magnetic field’s(n, k)-
component in the SC can be approximated as:

dn,k =

√

2

|k − n|ωmµ0σSC

(15)

The evolution of∆TSC,%(tSC) is similar to the evolution of
TSC,net(tSC). However, the thickness related to its maximum
may be different, depending on the evolution ofTnet(tSC).
Finally, it can also be noted that the sum of∆TPM,% and
∆TSC,% doesn’t necessarily equal∆T%. This indicates a time
shift betweenTPM (t) andTSC(t). This time shift is illustrated
in Figure 7, where the torque and its components are plotted
over one electrical period iftSC = 1 mm. The reason for∆t

is the different nature ofTPM and TSC . TPM will reach a

t =dSC dom
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Fig. 6. Evolution of the torque and its components in function of tSC

maximum depending on the alignment of the magnets and the
stator teeth, whileTSC reaches a maximum depending on the
rate at which the magnetic field changes. These effects do not
necessarily occur at the same moment.
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Fig. 7. The torque and its components as a function of time iftSC = 1 mm

Studying the torque at various thicknesses of the shielding
cylinder has illustrated that considering the torque components
helps to get a better understanding of the machine’s physics.
For the net torque level for example, it was shown thatTPM

evolves as expected from a classical synchronous machine.
This is not true forTSC , which explains why the evolution of
T does not meet the initial expectations.

B. SC conductivity

In contrast to the previous section, the parameter study
in this section maintains a constanttSC of 1.5 mm. The
parameter that is varied is the shielding cylinder’s conductivity
(σSC). The range in whichσSC is regarded is[0, 108]. Note
that such extreme conductivities are not realistic. That is not
an issue since the goal here is to identify trends rather than to
model a real machine.
The net torque as a function ofσSC is given in Figure 8.
Figure 8 shows only very little variation ofTPM,net, as
TPM,net is mainly caused by synchronous harmonic combi-
nations, this was expected. However, Figure 9, which plots
TPM,net separately, does show an initial decrease, followed
by a slight increase after which there is a steady decrease. The
reason for these, relatively small, variations is that, in contrast
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to what might have been expected, the variation of asyn-
chronous harmonic combinations do affect the synchronous
harmonic combinations. Indeed, through the slotting effect,
all spatial harmonic orders are related.
By studying the harmonic content of Maxwell’s stress tensor
and the magnetic field, an explanation for the evolution of
TPM,net(σSC) can be found. Initially, a decrease ofB

(1)
φ,±2,±2

dominates the evolution ofTPM,net. As (±2,±2) are the
fundamental harmonic combinations, i.e. the stator current has
a time-harmonic order of±2, they contribute to a positive
TPM,net. A decrease of those harmonic combinations will thus
result in a decreasingTPM,net. This is in line with Figure
9. After this initial decrease, the decrease ofB

(1)
φ,±6,±6 will

shortly be dominant. As there are no stator currents with
n = ±6, harmonic combinations(±6,±6) produce a negative
TPM,net. Their decrease therefore results in a small increase
of TPM,net. Finally, the decrease of harmonic combinations
(±2,±2) dominates again, further reducingTPM,net.
Note that the strongest variation inTPM,net is observed prior
to thetSC = ddom line. This supports the claim that the vari-
ation of the asynchronous harmonic combinations propagates
to the synchronous combinations through the slotting effect,
thereby affectingTPM,net.
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The evolution of TSC,net(σSC) is plotted in Figure 10.
Initially an almost linear increase of its absolute value is
noted. However, after reaching a maximum|TSC,net|, becomes
inversely proportional to

√
σSC . This evolution is very similar

to the speed-torque characteristic of an induction machine

[15] and can, qualitatively, be explained in a similar way.
Indeed, as mentioned in Section I, the shielding cylinder may
be regarded as the rotor of a solid-rotor induction machine.
This means that, for a given component of the magnetic field
(n, k), the torque production in the SC depends on the stator
resistance(Rs), the resistance of the SC(RSC), the stator
leakage inductance(Lls), the rotor leakage inductance(Llr),
the magnetization inductance(Lm), the slip (sn,k) and the
pulsation(ωn,k) [15]:

TSC,net,n,k ∼
RSC

(

Rs +
(

1 + Lls

Lm

)

RSC

sn,k

)2

+ ω2
n,k

(

Lls +
(

1 + Lls

Lm

)

Llr

)2

(16)
Following Pouillet’s law (17),RSC is inversely proportional
to σSC .

RSC =
ls

σSCSSC

(17)

with ls the stack length andSSC the surface of the SC.
However, this is only true for lowσSC . At high conductivities,
the skin effect is no longer negligible. The conductive surface
of the SC is then not constant, but inversely proportional to√
σSC . According to Pouillet’s lawRSC will then be inversely

proportional to
√
σSC . The threshold value, after whichRSC

may no longer be assumed inversely proportional toσSC , is
the conductivity at whichddom equals the thickness of the SC.
At low conductivities of the shielding cylinderRSC will thus
be high and will dominate the denominator of (16). Indeed:

RSC

1 + Lls

Lm

sn,k
≫ Rs (18a)

RSC

1 + Lls

Lm

sn,k
≫ ωn,k

(

Lls +

(

1 +
Lls

Lm

)

Llr

)

(18b)

Equation (16) can then be approximated as:

TSC,net,n,k ∼ RSC
((

1 + Lls

Lm

)

RSC

sn,k

)2

∼ 1

RSC

∼
{

σSC if ddom > tSC√
σSC if ddom < tSC

(19)

Taking into account that, in this study, the point at which
ddom = tSC is situated after the area in which|TSC,net|
increases, the above confirms the linear behavior at lowσSC

in Figure 10.
At high σSC , RSC will be low and thus:

RSC

1 + Lls

Lm

sn,k
≪ Rs (20)
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Which implies that (16) can be approximated as:

TSC,net,n,k ∼ RSC

R2
s + ω2

n,k

(

Lls +
(

1 + Lls

Lm

)

Llr

)2

∼ RSC

∼















1

σSC

if ddom > tSC

1√
σSC

if ddom < tSC

(21)

This shows that, at highσSC , TSC,net will decrease pro-
portionally to 1

σSC
until ddom = tSC after which |TSC,net|

becomes proportional to 1√
σSC

. This is also confirmed by
Figure 10, where it should be noted that the conductivity for
which ddom = tSC is located in the transition area between
an increasing and a decreasingTSC,net. This implies that,
in this parameter study, only the decrease proportional to

1√
σSC

is visible. A final remark is that the maximum of
|TSC,net| (σSC) depends on the ratio between the resistances
and the inductances and thus on the entire machine geometry.
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Fig. 10. TSC,net as a function ofσSC

In Figure 11, the percentage torque ripple as a function of
σSC is shown.
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Fig. 11. ∆T% and its components as a function ofσSC

It can be seen that there is a shift of the ripple fromTPM to
TSC whenσSC is increased. This is explained by a stronger
shielding effect. Note that the small increase at very lowσSC

is again explained by a stronger decrease ofTnet than of

TPM ’s ripple.
The total torque ripple is almost constant. The small variation
of ∆T% is due to the variation ofTnet(σSC). This is confirmed
by Figure 12, which shows an evolution that is inverse to the
evolution ofTnet(σSC).
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∆TPM,%(σSC) shows an evolution that is similar to the evo-
lution of TPM,net(σSC), but its maximum is shifted towards
a lower value ofσSC . The latter is due to the initial increase
of Tnet(σSC).
Overall, the evolution of∆TSC,%(σSC) is as expected. The
increase ofσSC implies a better shielding effect which, in
turn, translates in an increasing torque ripple. The increase
stagnates whenddom becomes smaller thantSC , because at
that moment the SC already blocks most of the asynchronous
content.
This parameter study again highlighted the benefit of dividing
the torque in its components. Studying the net torque as
a function of σSC proved thatTSC indeed has the same
characteristics as the torque in an induction machine. It also
showed that, unlike the expectation,TPM does exhibit a
dependency ofσSC . Although this dependency might be con-
sidered negligible, it did lead to concluding that the presence
of a SC affects the magnetic field’s synchronous components.
Study of the torque ripple learned that, although there is a shift
of torque ripple from the magnets to the SC, the total torque
ripple is almost constant.

V. CONCLUSION

The goal of this work was to identify physical processes
in PMSMs that are equipped with a SC. This was done by
theoretically studying the effect of the shielding cylinder’s
thickness and conductivity on the torque and its components.
The latter being the torque produced in the magnets and the
torque produced in the shielding cylinder, as defined in Section
I. The performed studies are based on an analytical model that
calculates the magnetic vector potential [13] and a method to
calculate the torque and its components [11].
The parameter study, presented in Section IV, indeed proved
that a better understanding of the machine’s physics can be
obtained using the above described approach. The study of
tSC , for example, showed why there is a deviation of Carter’s
torque prediction in high-speed PMSM’s. Studying the effect
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of σSC on the torque production showed that the torque
production in the shielding cylinder is indeed similar to the
torque production in induction machines. Another interesting
finding from the parameter studies is that, unlike expected,
synchronous harmonic combinations are affected by the SC.
Note that the above results show that adding a shielding
cylinder to the studied machine decreases its torque density;
the highest torque levels are achieved without SC. It was
however discussed in Section III-D that this finding cannot
be generalized. Indeed, if the stator current contains higher
time-harmonic orders and the slotting effect is decreased, the
SC may contribute positively to the total torque.
Although this work provides a good method to study high-
speed PMSMs and an interesting insight in the machine’s
physics, a lot of aspects of such machines still have to be
studied. It was for example shown in Section III-D that
adding a SC can increase the rotor’s eddy-current losses. This
is potentially disastrous for the machine. Although there is
already some research available [14], the effect of the SC ion
the rotor losses may be an interesting topic for future research.
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